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A B S T R A C T 

We present Monte Carlo measurements of the net topological charge 
of the vacuum in SD(2) and SU(3) lattice gauge theories. In both 
cases there is no evidence of any topological structure, and the values 
obtained are a factor of 0(100) Entailer than expectations based on 
analyses of the U(l) problem. Moreover we find a strong sensitivity 
to the lattice size and to the boundary conditions imposed on the 
lattice. We comment on the physical significance of these results, 
establish criteria for the reliable performance of such calculations, 
and remark on the possibly detrimental impact of these findings on the 
calculation of Madron spectra. 



The topological charge density, TF(x), of StTCN > 2) non-abelian gauge 

theories receives its name because la the semiclassical limit (fï -»• 0) if 

measures'the presence of instancom and anti-instantona . Because of 

asymptotic freedom (and because the only place the coupling, g 2, appears is in 

the product -fig2) one can argue that (anti)-instantons are the dominant non-

perturbative field fluctuations in the region of sizes between che very small, 

where only perturbative fluctuations are to be found, and the moderately large, 

i* 1 ferai, where complex and not well-understood non-p«rturbative fluctuations 

must dominate. Instantons may thus affect the detailed structure of hadrons 

Moreover instançons may be part of the mechanism causing chiral symmetry brea rtg : 

indeed there are same numerical indications that chiral symmetry breaking occurs 

on smaller size scales than hadron formation (which would help co clarify the 

current and constituent roles that quark masses play ) and the important nan-

perturbetive fluctuations on these smaller size scales are, presumably, instantona. 

The topological charge density has also bad a crucial role to play in resoLving 

the U(I) problem . The qualitative résolution of this problem was originally 

given in terms of inscantons J. More recently however more quantitative attacks 

physics. These latter approaches require that the fluctuations of the integrated 

topological charge should have a certain size: 

< { — S T - f ihx ST(x) }* > - VTC180 MeV)^ (1) 

where 7T is the volume of space-time and g/Va is the usual coupling in che 

SU00 gauge theory. The normalisation is such chat one instanton contributes 

(2) 

so chat (1) could be interpreted as saying chac on average a volume of (Euclidean) 

space-time of (I ferai) 1* wi l l contain roughly 1 net instanton or ant i - ins tanton. 

There is however no obvious connection between the arguments leading Co (1) and 

instantons: indeed the usual (although only pa r t i a l ly correct ) prejudice is 

-6ir 2 S/z 2 - . , 

chat the e " * taetor in the density or instantons (coming from thei r non-

t r i v i a l c lass ica l action) wil l ensure that they do not contribute to any f in i t e 

order in the l/M expansion. One should therefore crsac (I) and che ins cancan 

content of FT as ' separate expectations; although we note raat (I) is not an 

unreasonable valu* in the context of a typical d i lu te gas of (ant i-) instancous. 

tfota f inally that (I) is derived for full QCT with fermions; che expectation value 

is however to be evaluated in the pure gauge cheory without quarks. 



To tast whether the theory doas indeed give (1), Di Vecchia at al. ' 

evaluated the left hand side of (1) for the SU(2) lattice regularised gauge 

theory .} using the Honte Carlo technique on a small 4e* lattice with 

periodic boundary conditions. The result cas (̂  50 MeV) 1* in place of the 

(ISO MeV) 4 , in (I) - a dramatic discrepancy by a factor of over 100. 

In this paper ve shall pursue this problem considerably further. As a 

by-product of our lattice Monte Carlo calculations of the glueball mass spectrum ' 

and gluaball internal structure } in SU(2) and SU(3) gauge theories, we 

have obtained oaasuremauts of two Ft operators (essentially chose used in 

ref. 12)) for both S0(2) and SU(3), Moreover, in addition to extracting the 

value of the left hand side of (I) (as vas done for 50(2) in tef. 12)), we also 

consider it interesting co investigate the distribution of values of / FF(x) d**x 

to sec if there is any sign of the lattice containing instantans. tfe shall in 

fact find"both no evidence of inscantons and a dramatic discrepancy with (1), for 

both SU(2) and SU(3). But there will be mora to it than just that. 

To begin with we suanarize briefly «hat «as done in ref. 12). The authors 

used two lattice definitions of FÎ(x): 

1 ±4 p 
Z t Tr D ff 

(TI,V,O,O->-±1 U V 0 ° L Q ' U " 

O) 

Z ê Tr H tj 1 
Cp.v.p,*)- si g y p ( T L °.uv =.OOJ 

where I is an extension of the usual e, ,„ tensor such that 
uvoo uypo 

ê, • -c , etc., the U are link variables out or the site n in the Lvfta — i-vpo a,y 
y direction (positive or negative), and 0" (i represents the plaquette in the 

uv plane at site n. The calculations vera performed in SU(2) on a 4 b lattice 

for a range of couplings, 8(3 4/g 2) - 0.S to 4.5. These operators receive 

perturbative lattice contributions and to obtain the desired nou-perturbacive 

piece of <(IFF) 2>, these orust be subtracted. This was done by calculating the 

leading piace, and fitting the data for 3 > 2.3 to obtain the non-Laading (but 

large) perturbative contributions. The resulting non-perturbative piece is found 

to have the desired renoraalisation group behaviour for 2.2 < 3 < 2.4 ; but is 

a factor of 0(100) too small co fit ( U • 
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In our SU(2) calculations ve use FF_. In our SO(3) calculations we use 

ÏT, but confined to the piece of the sun vith u • 4. From now on we refer to 

these simply as FF. 

Our calculations «ill be as follows. For S0(3) we have results ou a 43.8 

lattice at 3 - 5.7 (for SU(3), B • 6/g 2)• For SH(2) we have results for 

an Sk lattice at 8 • 2.3. In both cases we use the standard Wilson action 

and periodic boundary conditions. We also have results on a 41* lattice with 

periodic boundary conditions at 3 - 2.3 and this enables us to cross-check with 

ref. 12). At S • 2.3 the ratio of our value of <(£FF)2> (based on 900 

sweeps) to that of ref. 12) is 0.97 t 0.085, which reassures us that we are 

doing the sane kind of calculation. 

In fig. 1 we show the kind of curve we might expect when we measure Z FF(n); 
n 

the peaks about integers are the signatures of instançons on the Lattice, and the 

fact that we have finite width peaks rather than 5-functions is due Co the 

perturbacive contributions. 

In fig. Z we show the measured distribution for our SO(3) data on a 43.8 

lattice at 3 * 5.7. We see no instançons-

In fig. 3 we show our SU(2) data taken on an 8U lattice at 3 - 2 . 3 . 

again no instantons. 

We now worry whether using periodic boundary conditions biases us cowards 

EF? • 0. The worry is based on Che following argument (aade for SU(2) ) . The 

variables which are periodic ara Che link oatricss, 0" , which nay be expressed as 

0 u - exp Ql a ï uj (5) 

where the matrix-valued field variable 5 can be written 
u 

À - A* s a • a, c* o a (6) 

where c is the direction in SU(2) space of A . Periodicity cay be generically 

expressed as 

U, (R,9) - IT, (R,3+*> (7) 

which becomes in terns of (5) and (6) 

A 01,9) - À (S.3+-0 + Ĵ2L £ a

 5

a (8) 
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(where m and c can depend on u). In the continuum lirait* keeping R fixed 
at'any desired value* continuity in Che A will demand dropping the I /a trsrm 
in (8). Hence we obtain periodic boundary conditions in the gauge potential 
Â , and the net topological charge must vanish (because In the continuum it can 
be expressed as a surface integral). Of course the above is only one way to 
approach the continuum limit. Nonetheless to the extent that we are indeed close 
to the continuum limit we expect the periodic boundary conditions to bias us to 
IFF 3 0 (ia this context we find the comments in ref. 12) to be overoptimistic). 

To eliminate the effects of boundary conditions we coot a 4 f c sublattice of 
our 8 4 lattice and measured EFF on this sublattice alone* This sublattice now 
is immersed within a "heat bath" provided by the larger lattice. Since the 
correlation length at 3 - 2.3 is about one lattice spacing, the 4 4 sublattice 
will have little dynamic contact with the boundaries of the S1* host lattice. 
Such an arrangement mimics closely the desired situation where we would make 
measurements on a piece of an infinite volume of space-time; and so provides the 
"best possible" boundary conditions . The results for this 41* sublattice 
are plotted in fig. 4. There are no instantons to be seen. 

Using the usual string tension values ' the volume of our SU(3) 4 3.8 
lattice is ^ 4(fermi)u', of̂  our SU(2) &1* lattice is •>• lt(fermi)u, and of 
the SU(2) 41* sublattice is ^ O^Cfemi) 1*. So our lattices ara certainly big 
enough to have iastantous * which was obvious anyway since all (except the last) 
were used to calculate the glueball mass spectrum. 

Having found- no evidence for instantons on our lattice, let us ask how our 
data compares with (1). As we remarked earlier (1) ia equivalent to requiring 
about 1 net (anti) ins tan ton per (farmi)4'. If we examine figs (2-4) normalised 
by the volumes of the previous paragraph we see that che discrepancy between our 
measured values of the left hand side of (I) and the right hand side is again 
0(100) - both for STJ(2) and for SU(3). 

%*t emphasize that this conclusion does not depend on the details of the 
perturbative subtraction: in this range of coupling, if the non-perturbative 
piece of <(SFF)Z> were as large as suggested by (1) it would be a factor ^ 50 
larger than che perturbatively calculated piece. The only reason it was necessary 
to be careful about the purturbative subtraction in ref. 12), was because ia fact 
che aon-perturbative piece is so much smaller than expected. 

Unlike our earlier qualitative search for inscanton effects, the testing of 
(1) requires us to 3ec an overall scale in physical units in our lattice calcul
ations, and this is done using che string tension. One might question how 
reliable is this orocedura. There are various reasons to believe that it is 



certainly correct to vithin ± 50*. For example the value of Che non-perturbacive 
< « ? , F > as measured on the lattice agrees with the expectations of s uv uv .-» 

the QCD sum rules - a change of the mass scale by a factor of a. 3 to 4 (as 
required if we want to satisfy O)) would be unacceptable, the diameter of the 
glueballs ' would shrink to * 0.15 ferais under such a rescaling - and 
their masses would become hopelessly large; as would the masses of mesons and 
baryoni (albeit according to preliminary calculations In the quenched approxi-

-• 20). matiou ) . 

The serious violation of (I) and the lack of topological structure suggests 
that the topological charge density may approach the continuum limit more slowly 
than the string tension or glueball spectrum. It is interesting then to compare 
quantitatively our results for the 6 U lattice with those of ref.12) on a ^ 
lattice. To do so requires a subtraction of the parturbative piece of <(IF?)2>, 
and far this purpose «a shall use the results of ref. 12). To facilitate 
comparisons we introduce the quantity 

1 /d*x FF(x)}2> (9) 

and the combination 

: used in ref. 12). The perturbative piece, I — , for a b lattice is 

(10) 

(U) 

To obtain the value for an & lattice we extrapolate using the data in ref. 12) 
for the lattice size dependence of the calculated niece of the FF, operator. 
The size dependence is in fact very small and we estimate 

(12) 

Subtracting this from our data for I, we can compare the non-perturbative pieces, 
!__, for our 81* lattice with that of ref. 12) for a i1* lattice: 

1.97 ± 0.21 (13) 

tfe see strong finite size effects. (The error in (13) is mainly statistical; 



we emphasize that the uncertainty in extrapolating the perturbative piece from a 

4\ to an 81* lattice is negligible on the scale of the number in (13)). 

We now compare our i1* lattice embedded in the 81* lattice with the 4> 
12) 

lattice with periodic boundary conditions . Ha talee the perturbativa piece 

hx). (14) 

where we have taken a large enough uncertainty to cover any possible change in 

Ip_ when w* change boundary conditions (we know chat t ^ J ^ _^ <_ L_ | ̂ u ) • 

We find 

h(PT J4 us 8" 
- 2.11 ± .23 (15) 

SPT] 4* 

Hence <(n"F)2> not only possesses strong finite size effects, but also depends 

strongly on boundary conditions. 

Our above results indicate that for 3 ^ 2.3 (3 A- 5.7 for 5U(3)> the 

topological charge density is still distant from its continuum limit. This is 

reassuring since it leaves open the possibility that the theory may eveutually 

display a topological structure and may satisfy (I). One may wonder how this 

fits in with the apparent renormalisation jroup behaviour found in rtf. 12) in 

the region 2.2 < 3 < 2.4 which straddles our coupling, the errors of the data 

in réf. IZ) are perhaps large enough that it is not too improbable for chia 

behaviour to be accidental. 

Can we understand our negative findings? First let us specify the requirements 

a lattica should satisfy if it is to embody accurately some non-perturbative 

physics characterized by a length Ç. Let the lattice have a spatial extent of 

L a and a temporal extent of L a . In order for the lattice to be large enougn 

to contain the fluctuations of interest, and in order for it to be fine-grained 

enough not to distort the physics of interest, we require 

/ L a L a 

( ¥ • ¥ ) 
where the factor of 1/2 comes because of the periodic boundary conditions. 

order for the physical temperature of the lattica to be below the deconfining 

Temperature = 
1 
La 



A further useful input is the diameter, Z_, of the typical low-lying gluebail, 
. . ... 16) which is 

2.3) (13) 

the size of typical aoa-parturbaciv« fluctuations relevant to hadronic structure, 
5 s l Q . Then even with weak rather than strong inequalities in (16,17), we see 
chat a 4 U lattice can only hope Co represent physics in a narrow window around 
3 = 2.2 - by 3 ~ 2.3 it is already at a temperature or ^ 230 MeV. This shows 
Chat it is dangerous to use a 4 U lattice for an analysis of eq.(l). An 8^ 
lattice on Che other hand has a "window of physics" chat is reasonably large; 
2,2 < 3 < 2,5. The same size window will, of course, hold for a 41* Lattice 
embedded in the 8 U lattice. So we might have hoped to obtain a reasonable 
value on our 8 \ or embedded 41* lattices. That we have not may have co do wich 
the fact chat the characteristic mass in the FF channel* the lowest lying 0~ 
glueball, is heavier than Che 0 glueball: 

(19) 

This perhaps indicates that £ "̂  a rather Chan 2a, in which case we would have 
co go to 3 > 2.5 co truly test (1), and a lattice larger than 8** would ae 
desirable. 

Let us now turn co the observed absence of instantous. This is easier co 
understand. Instantons, being seciclassical constructs, are only "reliably" 
expected co appear on size scales saaller than Z_ (which characterizes che 
size scale of complex and not well understood non-perturbacive fluctuations). 
On the other hand we note that instantons are not topological!? stable ou a 
coarse lattice: the region of aou-trivial energy density, which in che continuum 
liait is forced onto us by continuity, can, on a lattice, slip through in between 
lattice sites, partially or wholly. For a small enough lattice spacing ins cantons 
should appear on che lattice for the same reason they do in che continuum theory: 
che entropy wins over che action. For this to happen che lattice must be 
sufficiently fine-grained chat che number of states for which a typical ins canton 
slips significantly between lattice sites is overwhelmed by the number of states 
in which che instanton is trapped an che links. This requires 

1- > o » a (20) 
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where 0 is a typical in»tanton size. Sine* «mail instantons ara suppressed as 

exp(- 8ir2/g2(p) ) the interfacing ranga of 0 trill he close co lQ, W* may 

thus hopa to sea a signal of the topological structura, if we go to, <ay, 

3'> 2.6. This is a conclusion similar Co chac of the previous paragraph. This 

may ba so accident: for SU(2) and SU(3) <(IFf)2> may indeed be dominated 

by instinton contributions. 

Va can understand now why our search tor topological structura at S - 2.3 

(or S ia 5.7 in SIT(3)) was Sao optimistic. We have also shad soma understanding 

an the Apparent failure of «q.(l). Our analysis suggests that the beet strategy 

in re alving these questions is co use a sublattice of a lattice Large enough to 

be useful for 3 > 2.6. On the question of instanions Sïï(2) is as good as 

SU(3), because instaurons are SO(2) objects and they arise in 50(3) through 

various embsddings of SU(2) in SU(3). * 

Beyond the above basically kinematic, observations one say, more fundamentally, 
221 

question the appropriateness of Che FF operators used heroin. It turns out 

that there are some subtle difficulties. These questions, and neasurem*nts deeper 
22) 

in the continuum limit, will appear elsewhere « 

In s'Twiry: We have calculated <(ETF)2> in both SV(2} and SU(2). Our 

SU(2) calculations were on a large 9* lattice and on a 4* sublattice embedded 

in this 8" lattice (thus freeing us from the periodic boundary condition 

constraint)- Our numerical results vers as dismally small (roughly) as those of 

ref. 12) for SU(2) on <x small 4* lattice. At a more detailed level we find 

that working on a 8 U lattice, cr on the embedded 41* lattice, doubles the 

"non-perturbative" piece of <(SF?)2>. This certainly indicates a lack of scaling 

- and possibly a problem with periodic boundary conditions. We establish criteria 

for where scaling might sec in. We also search for inscantons (the first such 

calculation we are aware of). We find no signal in either SU (2) or STJ(3), 

on any of our lattices. We clarify why tJ ~s is so and establish criteria for how 
?2) 

to do better. Work is in progress on these and related questions' . 

A belated scaling of physics Involving the topological charge density would 

have obvious and important consequences for the calculation ox the spectrum of 

mesons and baryons: both in the 0(1) sector of mesons, and also aore generally 

if instancons play an important role in chiral symmetry breaking. 
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II 

FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig.: 1 A schematic view of the total topological charge on a lattice in the 
presence of instantons. 

iFig. 2 the cocal SU(3) topological charge (modulus) on a 4 3.8 lattice with 
periodic boundary conditions at S • 5.7. the horizontal scale is in 
units of winding number. 

Fig. 3 The total SO(2) topological charge (modulus) on an 81* lattice with 
periodic boundary conditions at 3 • 2.3. The scale is as in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 4 The total SU(2) topological charge (modulus) on a i1* lattice embedded 
in a larger 8h lattice at S 2.3. Tha scale is as in Fig. 2. 
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